


Our World Book Day 2019 - School Workshops, Assemblies and Author Visits include...

A Visit from Bookman – Character visit
The world’s newest superhero, Bookman has the extraordinary power of bringing stories to life – and 
he’ll fly into your school all set to help your pupils in doing the same. Armed just with his trusty Book 
Bag, he’ll make an unexpected appearance at an assembly before leading classes through a series of 
exciting, engaging and enticing drama-based workshops (all differentiated for age). And the outcomes? 
Connection-making, Freeze-Frames and Talking Tableaux, illustrating key narrative moments from a host 
of well-loved stories!

Already enjoyed A Visit from Bookman? Well, now you can now invite the homemade superhero back 
for 2019 with CSI: Bookmark - Bookman Rides Again! full details of this workshop can be found on our 
website www.as-creatives.com/world-book-day

World Book Day Assemblies
Assemblies are a great way, of course, of launching your World Book Day celebrations - and 
ours are guaranteed to create a buzz about reading! So while Bookman comes complete with his 
own assembly, we’re happy to lead whole-school assemblies at the start of a day of any of our 
programmes - and all at no extra cost!

Scenes from Shakespeare
Shakespeare was a superb storyteller - and his stories still survive unscathed today! These exciting 
workshops, though, take him back to his roots - by taking a dramatic approach to his work. Working with 
one of our professional drama specialists, pupils will get an actor’s-eye-view of one of his plays - and 
have a chance to taste the text too!

Poetry Workshop - Character Clerihews
Clerihews are four-line, fun and descriptive poems - and so a perfect vehicle for your pupils to recall 
what they know of characters from the stories they love and indulge in a little speculation - all while 
having fun with simile, metaphor and personification! We’ll show them how this poetic form works, take 
them through a model or two, support them as they’re creating their own verses - and even give tips on 
performance techniques!

Author Visit - The Story of a Story
Join Sarah KilBride, author of the successful series Princess Evie’s Ponies, and follow the story of a story, 
from first sketches to publication. Sarah shares her notebooks and drafts, revealing where she finds 
her ideas and inspiration and introduces you to the team behind her books. Using a variety of drama and 
writing activities, join in the fun and embark on your very own story journey, creating the beginnings of a 
brand new adventure.

The Story That Saved the Day
Books and their authors really can change our lives for the better. From helping us identify and identify 
with people like ourselves to unleashing our imaginations to roam in fantastical worlds. Beginning 
with a whole-school assembly in which we share with your pupils a book that’s shaped our lives, The 
Story That Saved the Day leads into a series of workshops in which pupils consider and/or invent other 
transformative stories – and celebrate them through visual art.

Paige Turner’s Fiction Mission - Character visit
If the characters in our favourite stories only come to life when their tales are read, what would become 
of them if Mr Noah Magination got his way and had all books banned? Paige Turner is on a mission to 
save the fictional worlds that these characters live in and she’s going to need your pupils’ help. After 
introducing herself at a whole-school assembly, she’ll work with a number of classes, using age-
differentiated drama approaches to bring some of their favourite characters to life, exploring what it is 
that makes them so wonderful and what we would stand to lose if we never had the chance to meet them 
in the first place. This is her only hope winning over Mr Magination and guaranteeing the survival of books 
and stories for future generations- and that hope lies in you!


